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Press release, January 2014 
 

Haglöfs summarizes its first 100 years 
 

In 2014 it will be 100 years since Wiktor Haglöf started making backpacks in a small cabin 

in Dalarna. Much of what characterizes Haglöfs today is the same as that which 

characterized the company started by Wiktor so long ago, i.e. the detailed handicraft, high 

quality and interest in functional solutions. Modern Haglöfs has a rich heritage, but it has 

created its history itself. And new chapters are added to this history over time. 

 

W. Haglöf Backpack Factory, Torsång 

Wiktor Haglöf started making backpacks in a small cabin on his family’s farm in Torsång, 

Dalarna, in 1914. Wiktor bought fabric that he cut to a pattern he designed himself. A lady 

next door, who owned a sewing machine, became the first seamstress and Wiktor 

finished the backpacks by adding leather straps and buckles. On his bicycle and by foot, 

Wiktor traversed the local area and sold his backpacks to farmers, lumberjacks and 

schoolchildren. 

 

Wiktor’s backpacks became popular, his business grew and his sales area expanded. It 

was not long before the small cabin was too small, and in 1919 Wiktor left his family’s 

farm and bought a property in Torsång with a beautiful view of the Dalälven river. Wiktor 

erected a workshop on his property – the thereafter legendary Dalstugan. 

 

In this new workshop, Wiktor could work in a more structured manner in his production 

and the business hired its first employees. He contracted a salesman, who bicycled 

around with sample products and sold Haglöfs’ products. The distances were often long 

and there are stories about the salesman bicycling all the way to Östersund, 400 km from 

Torsång. 

 

The backpack factory grows 

When Dalstugan also became too small, Wiktor started construction on a factory on his 

land in 1934, and the production process at Haglöfs became more industrialized. Between 

15 and 20 people worked at the factory – one of which was Wiktor’s eldest son, Rolf. 

Wiktor had more time to dedicate to his love of innovation and he developed a number of 

new backpacks and related products, including a backpack that could be changed into a 

seat in one simple operation and a child carrier chair. 

 

In 1945, Hans Haglöf joined his father and brother in the company, which now counted the 

Swedish Armed Forces and a growing Scout movement among its important customer  
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groups. Haglöfs started to name its backpacks; these names were taken from nature or 

activities related to outdoor life – a tradition Haglöfs still carries on today. 

 

When Wiktor’s two sons, Rolf and Hans, took over the business in 1955, Haglöfs 

backpacks were being sold throughout all of Sweden and the company had been 

incorporated under the name Haglöfs Ryggsäcksfabrik AB. During the 1960s and 1970s, 

the company’s product line was expanded to include outdoors products. Several of 

Haglöfs’ classic backpacks, such as Alaska, Grönland and Skarja, can be traced back to 

this period. 

 

In 1975, Rolf and Hans Haglöf sold the business to Bonnierföretagen (a holding company 

for investments in the industry sector owned by the Bonnier family). Three years later, in 

1978, Bonnierföretagen also acquired Elof Malmberg, which in addition to its own 

production and sale of sports and outdoor equipment, like Måsen life jackets and the 

Tarfala mountain program, also served as an agent for international brands such as Asics 

Tiger. Together, Haglöfs and Elof Malmberg formed one of Sweden’s leading outdoor 

companies of that time: Frosta Fritid. 

 

Haglöfs arrives in Avesta 

In 1980, Frosta Fritid hired the then 29-year-old Mats Hedblom as an assistant to the Sales 

Manager. Mats was hired to sell and develop the company’s life jackets, which had been 

re-named from Måsen to Compass. With a phonebook as his map, Mats travelled around 

visiting marine companies and sold the life jackets – much like the selling process Wiktor 

Haglöf used some 60 years before. 

 

In 1988, Frosta Fritid was bought by Bagheera in Avesta. Mats Hedblom had taken over the 

role of Product Manager at Frosta Fritid and was responsible for all of the product groups, 

including Haglöfs. Together with Haglöfs’ CEO at that time, Ove Edström, and four 

salespeople, Mats moved in with Bagheera. The business was quickly streamlined and 

when even Bagheera was sold a few years later, only Haglöfs was left. 

 

Time for a change 

Haglöfs’ product line at the end of the 1980s consisted of backpacks, a few sleeping bags, 

tents and the occasional shoe. Haglöfs’ brand was stranded in No Man’s Land: too much 

green and mountains to attract the trendy stores and not sharp enough to attract the hard-

core users. In 1989, Haglöfs recruited product developer Lennart Ekberg. Haglöfs started 

to test more modern sleeping bags and not long after made an attempt to design its own 

clothing. Mats and Lennart brought their favorite garments to work and started to sketch 

new products. There were several years of trial and error – where much of the work  
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ended in error. Fabrics were ordered in the wrong colors and one shirt was released with 

the tagline “Successfully tested during after-ski” printed on the sales tag…  

 

Mats and Lennart also started to work on transforming Haglöfs’ business concept and 

strategies into something more in line with their thoughts and ambitions. Their business 

idea, “To offer a brand that meets today’s needs for products with high functionality, good 

design and value-for-price for people who are investing in an active outdoor life”, still 

applies today. 

 

Modern Haglöfs takes shape 

The company now entered into a phase during which it expanded its product selection, 

worked to strengthen relationships with retailers and established its values. Haglöfs now 

called itself an outdoor company and started to market the layer-on-layer principle. Major 

focus was placed on continuing to develop the brand, which can be illustrated by a job ad 

in which Haglöfs announced its search for “Sales representative – brand”. 

 

In 1993, the Tight backpack was released, which would become the key to the modern 

Haglöfs. After a long development project, Haglöfs determined that the model was right, 

but that it was missing a concept. Haglöfs therefore delayed the release in order to find the 

right name for the product and the right marketing. Once Tight was released, it became a 

major success and opened the door to sales to the stores in the major Nordic cities.  

 

The entire concept, from the product name to the sales strategies, was developed in 

cooperation with Kjell Friberg and the advertising firm, Strix. Tight, with the tagline “You 

should be moving – not your backpack”, also marks the start of a time when Haglöfs’ 

marketing was developed to a world-class standard – and for a few years in the 1990s, to 

be fair, many times the communication was a step ahead of the products. 

 

In 1994 a generation of the Climber backpacks developed with the help of Lars Kronlund 

(the first Swede to climb Mount Everest) was introduced and used by, among others, 

adventurer Göran Kropp on his expeditions. The following year, Haglöfs introduced a line 

of hiking boots, To-Go, which were developed in collaboration with an orthopedist. The 

shoe came with a storage bag that had stretching exercises printed on the outside – just 

one of the many examples of where Haglöfs throughout the years has shared its 

knowledge with consumers.  

 

The following year Haglöfs made a huge investment in developing clothing after receiving 

a license to use Gore-Tex® and hired designer Christer Mårtensson on a freelance basis. 

Together with Strix, Haglöfs prepared a campaign with the tagline, “Save money – buy 

more expensive clothing”. More or less the entire profit for the year was invested in the  
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campaign, and the payback for Haglöfs was enormous. The modern Haglöfs had emerged 

and the brand was very strong. Several successful product releases, for example the Orca 

jacket, established Haglöfs as Europe’s – if not the world’s – leading producer of Activent 

garments (a predecessor to Windstopper®) at that time. 

 

In 1998, Haglöfs stood at the edge of its international breakthrough and opened its first 

subsidiary in Finland. Martin Kössler was recruited as Export Manager, an export strategy 

was drawn up and subsidiaries were soon established in the other Nordic countries.  

 

In 2000, a new modern logo was introduced, which coincided with Haglöfs’ first steps into 

Europe. To strengthen its new logo, Haglöfs introduced the slogan, Outstanding Outdoor 

Equipment, which over time would come to symbolize not only everything that Haglöfs 

stood for but also how the brand should be perceived. 

 

In the 2000s 

If the 1990s was the decade when Haglöfs built its brand, the following decade was when 

Haglöfs created value. Product concepts like LIM (Less Is More) and Climatic were 

unveiled. Haglöfs’ products, in particular its clothing, had taken over as the driver behind 

the brand’s development. The company was acquired by a new owner, the private equity 

firm, Ratos, and a new structure with clear product areas was strengthened, in particular 

via product development and design. 

 

In 2002, Haglöfs opened an office in Kallhäll, outside of Stockholm, for design and 

marketing. The innovative ability that characterized Wiktor Haglöf was ultimately 

represented in the modern Haglöfs. Innovations in everything from new support systems 

to material choices and construction had transformed Haglöfs into a leading actor in the 

Technical Outdoor area, and several products brought home international awards and 

distinctions. 

 

During the mid-2000s, Haglöfs also started to work on responsibility issues and placed 

increasingly higher demands on its suppliers, manufacturers and partners. In 2008 the 

company added the word “responsible” to its business concept, became a member of 

bluesign® and appointed a sustainability director to lift these issues to a strategic level.  

 

In 2008, Haglöfs sold its one-millionth Tight backpack. The following year it passed SEK 

500 million in sales and Haglöfs became one of Europe’s leading outdoor companies. 

 

The history of the future 

In 2010, Haglöfs moved to a new home when it was acquired by the Japanese sporting 

goods company, ASICS, and on January 1, 2011, Nicolas Warchalowski was named the  
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new CEO. Today Haglöfs is present on 26 markets around the world. It has around 200 

employees and a turnover of SEK 690 million. Together with ASICS, Haglöfs has entered 

into a new expansive phase with a focus on global expansion – a new phase that will 

become a new exciting chapter in future descriptions of the company’s history.  
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Haglöfs’ sustainability work is made more visible 
 

Being aware and taking responsibility have been words of honor at Haglöfs for a long 

time. Topics such as environmental impact, working conditions and human rights are 

parameters in Haglöfs’ day-to-day operations. Developing high-quality products that have 

a long life span is naturally a first step, but Haglöfs’ sustainability work goes much farther 

than that. 

 

Haglöfs’ vision is to position its brand as the leader within Technical Outdoor and 

Sustainability on all key markets in the world. Much of this work is an ongoing process 

that consists of constant improvements, one step at a time. During 2013, Haglöfs 

formulated new, more aggressive sustainability goals that will apply through 2015.  

 

 50% of all Clothing products sold will be made from recycled material. 

 80% of all Clothing products sold will be bluesign® products i.e. made from material 

approved by bluesign®. 

 50% of all Hardware products sold will be made from bluesign®-approved and/or 

recycled material. 

 40% of all Footwear products sold will be made from recycled materials. 

 

Take Care symbol 

Haglöfs has currently taken quite large strides towards its vision, and a large portion of 

the company’s products has been marked with Haglöfs’ Take Care symbol for Fall/Winter 

2014. This symbol serves as a guide for people who are looking for the Haglöfs products 

that have come the farthest. In order for a Haglöfs product to carry the Take Care symbol, 

it must live up to at least one of the following criteria: 

 

 Be a bluesign® product. 

 Made from recycled material (50 percent or more). 

 Made from organic cotton. 

 

In Haglöfs’ Clothing collection for Fall/Winter 2014, more than 60 percent of its products 

will be carrying the Take Care symbol when they reach the stores. The goal is for this 

number to gradually and steadily increase. 

 

Sustainable product development 

Haglöfs’ goal is to limit the environmental impact of its products. Therefore, when 

developing each new product, the company searches for materials that are produced with  
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as little negative impact on the environment as possible. In order to become a new 

supplier to Haglöfs, it is today more or less a requirement to be a bluesign® system 

partner. Another important step in this process is to increase the portion of recycled 

material in the products. Several of Haglöfs’ product lines are currently based around 

recycled polyester. 

 

For functional materials, it is in many cases necessary to use chemicals in order to, for 

example, make them waterproof or water-resistant while at the same time breathable – 

properties that many outdoor enthusiasts demand. However, this does not prevent Haglöfs 

from continuously questioning and trying to think outside the box. For a number of product 

lines that do not need to be completely waterproof, Haglöfs has instead chosen to make 

them water resistant with an impregnation (DWR) that does not have fluorocarbons. 

 

Far-reaching responsibility 

Another important aspect of the sustainability work is to make sure that people who are 

working for Haglöfs’ manufacturers are working under acceptable conditions. One and a 

half years ago Haglöfs joined Fair Wear Foundation (FWF) – an international independent 

verification initiative dedicated to improving the working conditions and salaries of 

workers in the clothing industry all over the world. When Haglöfs is negotiating new 

production agreements, its first choice is always manufacturers that meet Haglöfs’ and 

FWF’s Code of Labor Practices. As a direct result of its work with FWF, Haglöfs has also 

decided to eliminate production in countries that cannot guarantee reasonable working 

conditions. 

 

During the year FWF conducted seven audits of Haglöfs’ manufacturers, which means that 

79 percent of its production in 2013 was verified within FWF’s framework. The target of 90 

percent is in reach. 
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Haglöfs’ vision is to position its brand as the leader within Technical  
Outdoor and Sustainability on all key markets in the world. Much of 
this work is an ongoing process that consists of constant improve-
ments, one step at a time. 
 Haglöfs has currently taken quite large strides towards its vision, 
and a large portion of the company’s products has been marked 
with Haglöfs’ Take Care symbol for Fall/Winter 2014. This symbol 
serves as a guide for people who are looking for the Haglöfs prod-
ucts that have come the farthest. In order for a Haglöfs product to 
carry the Take Care symbol, it must either be a bluesign®-approved 
product, be made from recycled material (50 percent or more), or be 
made from organic cotton.

The bluesign® system is the solution for  
a sustainable textile production. It elimi-
nates harmful substances right from the 
beginning of the manufacturing process 
and sets and controls standards for an en-
vironmentally friendly and safe production. 
This not only ensures that the final textile 
product meets very stringent consumer 
safety requirements worldwide but also 
provides confidence to the consumer to 
acquire a sustainable product.

Recycled material means that post con-
sumer and industrial waste such as PET 
bottles and similar have been used to 
make a new fiber. This fiber is then used 
to create new raw material, such as fab-
rics, which results in new products.
 A product that is made from at least 
50% recycled materials is referred to as 
Haglöfs Recycled.

Organic cotton is a natural, renewable 
and biodegradable fibre. The growth and 
processing are free from toxic pesticides, 
synthetic chemical fertilizers, herbicides, 
defoliants and genetic engineering.
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ROC SPIRIT joins the ROC family 
 

Mountaineering, in simple terms, is about realizing dreams. To follow in the footsteps of 

legends and occasionally reach a peak where no one else has ever stood before. After a 

brief moment of euphoria at the top, it is time to focus again – because a successful climb 

is not over until you are back to where you started. There is no margin for error on the 

mountain, and there is only one rule for your equipment: everything must work. 

 

For Fall/Winter 2014, Haglöfs is offering an even more extensive collection for mountain 

activities that has been spiced with a number of exciting new products. Products that are 

developed to function together and that have the exact features that are needed when in 

the mountains – and nothing extra. The products all have in common features such as 

high durability, functionality, fit and protection from the surrounding environment. 

 

ROC gains two new family members  

One of the new additions to the ROC family is ROC SPIRIT JACKET – perhaps Haglöfs’ most 

versatile jacket in its Mountaineering concept. The jacket is made from 40-denier, 3-layer 

Gore-Tex® Pro with 70-denier reinforcements across the shoulders and sleeves. ROC 

SPIRIT JACKET is a fully equipped shell jacket for year-round use. The goal was to create 

as durable a jacket as possible that had an attractive design without having to compromise 

with weight, waterproofness and breathability. The jacket is also available in more colors 

than any other jacket in the collection. 

 

To avoid chafing and optimize durability, ROC SPIRIT JACKET has been made without 

shoulder, side and inner sleeve seams. The jacket has all of the properties that are 

expected from a serious mountaineering jacket, such as a 3-way adjustable, helmet-

compatible hood that can be adjusted with one hand and pockets positioned to be easily 

accessible when wearing a backpack and climbing harness. ROC SPIRIT JACKET also has 

been given extra ventilation via the ventilation zippers in the armpits. 

 

Another new addition to the family is ROC FICTION JACKET. The jacket has the exact same 

equipment details as ROC JACKET that was introduced last year with one exception: it is 

made from windproof and waterproof 70-denier, 3-layer Gore-Tex® SoftShell and the inner 

layer is brushed flannel, which offers good stretch as well as a different feel and heat 

capacity. All of this makes ROC FICTION JACKET an excellent companion in the mountains 

in the spring, summer and fall. 
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ROC RESCUE – developed in cooperation with rescue workers 

Roc Rescue 40 is Haglöfs’ most robust, dependable alpine climbing bag. It was developed 

in collaboration with Swiss Alpine Rescue – an organization of experienced mountain 

climbers and alpinists who volunteer their time to work as rescuers in the Swiss Alps. 

 

Roc Rescue 40 is made from a very durable material and has been equipped with details 

that one can depend on when it matters the most. The backpack has a sturdy support 

system, a hip belt and an ice axe attachment that can be tucked away when not in use. The 

front opening can be opened with one hand, and inside the backpack there are removable 

packbags with Velcro fastenings. 

 

The new products being introduced for Fall/Winter 2014 make ROC a large, strong family 

of high-performance backpacks, jackets and shoes, which makes it possible to choose the 

perfect product based on personal preference, the activity at hand, the weather conditions 

and the time of year.  
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MOUNTAIN



 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

ROC SPIRIT JACKET/
ROC SPIRIT Q JACKET 

Roc Spirit Jacket is a full-featured, four-season jacket with clean 
lines and ultimate durability made from 3-layer Gore-Tex® Pro.

•   Made in the new generation Gore-Tex® Pro technology with 
enhanced breathability and durability

•   Three-way adjustable climbing helmet compatible hood with 
foam and wire reinforced peak 

•  Water resistant zippers throughout 

•   No shoulder, side or inner sleeve seams to avoid chafing  
and increase durability 

•   Two mid-mounted pockets with laminated zippers and a built-
in ventilation system featuring internal security pockets 

•  Pit zip ventilations 

•  Extra sleek inner placket with integrated rain channel 

•  Articulated sleeves 

•  Velcro adjustable cuff with pre-folded gusset 

•   Centre back length 78 cm men’s size L, and 71,5 cm women’s 
size M  

Colors men:   Dynamite, Dynamite/Firefly, Firefly, Gale Blue, 
Gale Blue/Noble Blue, Magnetite, Noble Blue, 
True Black

Weight:  455 g in size L 

Colors women:  Bluebird, Bluebird/Noble Blue, Dynamite, 
Firecracker, Noble Blue, True Black

Weight: 395 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® Pro 3-layer, 100% polyamide, 40D plain weave face, 
ePTFE membrane and a ripstop backer, 109 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5 
Gore-Tex® Pro 3-layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave face, 
ePTFE membrane and a ripstop backer, 139 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5 



 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

ROC II PANT
Highly versatile mountain pant made from  

new Gore-Tex® Pro technology.

•   Made from the new generation Gore-Tex® Pro technology with  
enhanced breathability and durability

•   Durable, 3-layer 40D Gore-Tex® Pro fabric with reinforcements  
in 70D quality at knees and seat

•   Elasticated waist with silicon print, detachable suspenders

•  Water resistant zippers throughout

•  Fly opening with zipper from bottom to top (men)

•   Two laminated and zippered front pockets with built-in zip  
garage for extra protection

•   Full side zips for ventilation, drop seat function for easy on and off

•  Extra sleek inner placket with integrated rain channel

•  Articulated knees and seat

•  Tapered lower legs to avoid excess material

•  Reinforced instep made from Schoeller® Keprotec®

• Internal lower leg gaiter with elasticated silicon grip

Colors men:   Gale Blue, Magnetite
Weight:  640 g in size L 

Available only in men’s style.

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® Pro 3-layer, 100% polyamide, 40D plain weave face, ePTFE 
membrane and a ripstop backer, 109 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5  
Gore-Tex® Pro 3-layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave face, ePTFE 
membrane and a ripstop backer, 139 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5 
Schoeller® Keprotec® 48% polyamide, 32% polyurethane,  
20% Kevlar®, reinforcement weave, 285 g/m²,  
bluesign® approved  



FALL/ WINTER 2014

ROC FICTION JACKET/ 
ROC FICTION Q JACKET 

Roc Fiction Jacket is made from a 3-layer Gore-Tex® SoftShell  
and is a completely wind- and waterproof three season  

jacket with a soft feel.

•   Made from durable 3-layer 70D Gore-Tex® SoftShell with 
hardwearing yet supple brushed backer 

•   Three-way adjustable and climbing helmet compatible hood with 
laminated and wire reinforced peak

•  Water resistant zippers throughout 

•   No shoulder, side or inner sleeve seam to avoid chafing and 
increase durability

•  One hidden chest pocket for men, one sleeve pocket for women 

•   Two mid-mounted pockets with laminated zippers and a built-in 
ventilation system featuring two internal zippered pockets with 
external access

•  Extra sleek inner placket with integrated rain channel 

•  Articulated sleeves 

•  Velcro adjustable cuffs with pre-folded gusset  

•  Dropped rear hem 

•  Rear hanging loop 

•   Centre back length – 78cm men´s size L and 71,5 cm women´s  
size M 

Colors men:  Gale Blue, True Black
Weight:  600 g in size L

Colors women:  Bluebird, True Black
Weight:  520 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave face,  
ePTFE membrane and a warming flannel backer, 174 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <20 
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SKARN WINTER HOOD/
SKARN Q WINTER HOOD 

The eco-friendly Skarn Winter Hood is a warm soft shell in a 
clean design, with great freedom of movement. Made in a robust 
FlexAble™ material, it is water- and wind resistant with many 

technical details.

•   Non-membrane FlexAble™ fabric provides optimum balance 
between wind resistance, excellent breathability and thermal 
resistance 

•  Stretch throughout for maximum freedom of movement 

•  PFOS/PFOA and fluorocarbon free DWR treated surfaces 

•   Three-way adjustable and climbing helmet compatible hood with 
reinforced peak 

•  Vislon® front zip 

•   Two mid-mounted pockets with extra durable laminated zippers 
and built-in ventilation system 

•   No shoulder, side or inner sleeve seams to avoid chafing and 
increase durability 

•  Articulated sleeves 

•  Velcro adjusted cuffs with stretch gusset for increased comfort 

•  Integrated single handed hem draw cord 

•  Dropped rear hem 

•  Rear hanging loop 

Colors men:  Dynamite, Gale Blue, Magnetite, True Black
Weight:  720 g in size L

Colors women:  Peacock, Magnetite, True Black
Weight:  570 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
FlexAble™ 46% polyamide, 46% polyester, 8% elastane, very durable, 
4-way stretch double weave fabric, 240 g/m², bluesign® approved
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TRITON II HOOD/
TRITON II Q HOOD 

The Triton II Hood is perhaps the perfect three season midlayer. 
Constructed from Polartec® fabrics, it offers an excellent blend of 

warmth and light weight, as well as thoughtful details.  
It is also bluesign® approved. 

•   Polartec® PowerStretch® Pro™ reinforced hood, shoulders, hem 
and back that provide outstanding durability and stretch comfort 

•   Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric at the torso for an excellent warmth-
to-weight ratio 

•   Snug hood that fits under a helmet 

•   Laser cut ventilation holes that help prevent goggle fogging 

•  Laminated inner placket  

•  No shoulder seams to avoid chafing and increase durability 

•   Flatlock seams throughout to minimize bulk and increase 
durability 

•  One laminated stretch chest pocket for small items  

•  Two large, zippered hand warmer pockets 

•   Thumb holes at the elastic cuffs to enhance fit and maximize  
heat retention 

•  Articulated sleeves 

•  Integrated, single handed hem draw cord 

•  Dropped rear hem 

•  Rear hanging loop 

Colors men:  Magnetite, Noble Blue/Gale Blue 
Weight:  355 g in size L

Colors women:  Firecracker/Dynamite, Magnetite
Weight:  295 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro™, 56% polyester, 34% polyamide, 
10% elastane, stretch fleece, 162 g/m², bluesign® approved 
Polartec® Thermal Pro, 100% polyester, micro fleece in fine stripe 
optic, 169 g/m², bluesign® approved  
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BUNGY II JACKET/
BUNGY II Q JACKET 

A versatile jacket that is Haglöfs most durable, stretchable and  
long lasting mid layer for all kinds of outdoor related activities. 

 

•   Polartec® PowerStretch® Pro™ provides an excellent warmth-to-
weight ratio and enhanced wicking capabilities

•   Next-to-skin comfort with a soft fabric and a smooth outer face  
for layering

•  Stretch fabric throughout for maximum freedom of movement 

•  Single layer collar for bulk free layering 

•  Laminated inner placket  

•  No shoulder seams to avoid chafing and increase durability 

•  Flatlock seams throughout to reduce bulk and increase durability 

•    Thumb holes at the elastic cuffs to enhance fit and maximize  
heat retention

•  Articulated sleeves 

•  Integrated single handed hem draw cord 

•  Dropped rear hem 

•  Rear hanging loop 

•  Two zippered hand warmer pockets 

Colors men:   Dynamite/Magnetite, Gale Blue, Magnetite,  
Noble Blue, True Black

Weight:  420 g in size L

Colors women:   Bluebird, Firecracker, Magnetite, Soft White,  
True Black

Weight:  330 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro™, 53% polyester, 38% polyamide, 
9% elastane, stretch fleece, 241 g/m², bluesign® approved  
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ESSENS II DOWN JACKET/
ESSENS II Q DOWN JACKET 

Down jacket offering minimal weight, superb 
compressibility and warmth. 

 
 
 

•  Lightweight, tear resistant and windproof shell fabric 

•  Shorter cut, ideal for low pack size 

•   Polartec® Power Stretch® shoulder filaments for freedom  
of movement

•  Exterior of garment has a DWR to improve water shedding 

•   Mini baffle construction stabilizes the 800 CUIN fill power 
premium goose down

•   Full length main zipper, with wind baffle behind and integrated 
chin guard

•  Two zippered hand warmer pockets 

•  One zippered hidden chest pocket 

•  Jacket folds into its own pocket 

•   Articulated sleeves with elasticated piping at sleeve ends  
and bottom hem for comfortable fit and heat retention

•  Rear hanging loop 

•   Centre back length - 77 cm men’s size L, and 68 cm women’s  
size M  

Colors men:   Dynamite/Magnetite, Gale Blue/Gale Blue, 
Magnetite/Dynamite, Noble Blue/Firefly,  
True Black/Magnetite

Weight:  290 g in size L

Colors women:   Bluebird/Soft White, Firecracker/Noble Blue, 
Magnetite/Firecracker, Noble Blue/Firecracker 
True Black/Magnetite

Weight:  250 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Pertex® Quantum, 100% polyamide, 20D down proof, super light 
yet durable mini ripstop fabric, 35 g/m², bluesign® approved  
90/10 goose down, traceable and bluesign® approved, 800 cuin fill 
power (European) down weight: 89 g men’s size L, 68 g women’s 
size M
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ROC RESCUE 40
Roc Rescue 40 was developed together with Alpine Rescue Switzerland  

to become Haglöfs most durable and reliable alpine climbing pack.  
Dependable solutions, robust materials and smart details guarantee  

that this work of art won’t fail you.

•   Interact™ suspension system. Featuring a removable 1,5 mm 
HDPE framesheet with a single 6061 aluminum stay and double 
fiberglass rods for stability and support

•  Back panel with 3D-mesh sections 

•  Stowable hip belt 

•  Top loaded pack with zippered front opening 

•  Spindrift collar with Haglöfs unique 1-Motion™ opening system 

•  Daisy chains on front panel 

•  Stowable ice axe loops and elastic retrievers 

•  Floating/detachable lid with double pockets and key holder 

•  Rain cover in separate lid pocket 

•  Rope-carry under lid 

•  Reflective side-compression straps with durable 25 mm buckles 

•  Sternum strap with integrated safety whistle 

•  Reflective printing 

•  Two mesh packers attached with velcro on inside of pack 

Color:  Dynamite/Danger
Weight:  1,90 kg (40 L) excluding rain cover

MATERIALS:
840D Oxford polyamide 
1600D Ballistic® polyamide 



HAGLÖFS ROC ICON Q GT

HAGLÖFS ROC ICON GT
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HAGLÖFS ROC ICON GT/
HAGLÖFS ROC ICON Q GT 

A waterproof approach shoe that offers good walking comfort.  
Suitable for hiking, scrambling and via ferrata. 

•   EVA midsole with PU heel wedge for good stability, low weight 
and comfort

•  Sticky rubber for excellent traction 

•  Long and asymmetric lacing for the best fit and comfort 

•  Rubber reinforced toe and heel for increased protection 

Colors men:   Gale Blue/Dynamite, Sea Sparkle,  
True Black/ Gale Blue

Weight:  500 g (½ pair size UK 8) 

Colors women:   Granite/Bluebird, Noble Blue/Firecracker
Weight:  450 g (½ pair size UK 5)

MATERIALS: 
Upper: 1,6 to 1,8 mm water repellent suede leather 
Lining: Gore-Tex® Performance Comfort 
Footbed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort 
Outsole: Vibram® Ibex 
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Press release, January 2014 
 

Haglöfs VOJD – when you are seeking the extreme 
 

Just because there is no ski lift does not mean that you cannot go in search of the perfect 

run. With crampons and an ice axe you can reach boot-deep powder on your own with 

your skis on your back. This is freeskiing in its most extreme form, which takes the skier 

to the borderland between skiing and mountain climbing.  

 

Some of the world’s best freeskiers can be counted among Haglöfs Friends. In the past 

two years, they have collaborated with Haglöfs’ designers and product development team 

to design a jacket and pant worthy of sharing the name of Haglöfs’ most equipped and 

extreme backpack, VOJD ABS. The result is a ski outfit that was exposed to – and 

withstood – long, hard tests by the most advanced and most demanding skiers. 

 

An extremely robust ski outfit 

For Fall/Winter 2014, Haglöfs is introducing a freeski collection with new, updated 

products for all types of skiers – from the powder skier who stays close to the lifts to the 

most advanced extreme skiers. The collection has also been given a completely new 

range of colors. New for the season is Haglöfs’ VOJD JACKET and VOJD PANT – which 

together create a ski outfit that has proven itself to meet all of the challenges it has faced. 

 

VOJD JACKET is a 70-denier durable alpine jacket in 3-layer Gore-Tex® Pro where no 

detail has been left to chance. The pockets have been positioned so that they are easily 

accessible when wearing a backpack and the zippers have been upgraded to a very 

durable construction. The inner pocket has a cable port for communication equipment. 

The jacket offers excellent breathability, including zippers in the armpits and an inner slit 

in the collar with laser-cut ventilation holes so ski goggles do not fog over. VOJD JACKET 

has a bit less fabric than many other freeski jackets, but is still roomy enough that you will 

easily have space for a back protector. The jacket also has a 3-way adjustable, helmet-

compatible hood with a laminated and wire-reinforced peak. A detachable snow skirt can 

be attached in VOJD PANT and it can also be worn with all of the pants in the Haglöfs Ski 

collection. The adjustment at the hem of the jacket can be fastened so that it does not 

catch on things when climbing. 

 

VOJD PANT is a 150-denier, extremely durable alpine pant in 3-layer Gore-Tex® Pro. It has 

two hand pockets and two front pockets that are easily accessible even when wearing a 

climbing harness. The right front pocket has a stretch pocket, for example for a cell phone 

or a transceiver. VOJD PANT has a zippered, 2-way ventilation slit along the legs. The leg 

endings are reinforced at the instep with Schoeller®  
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Keprotec® and have an inner snowlock with elastic silicone grips as well as the possibility 

for extra tightening – an important function when climbing in snow. 

 

VOJD ABS – for people who live for skiing 

Haglöfs’ avalanche safety backpack, VOJD ABS, combines the best of two worlds – 

Haglöfs’ many years of experience in backpack manufacturing and design and ABS’s 

leading airbag technology for avalanche safety. VOJD ABS is made from two durable 

polyamide fabrics and developed for people who live for skiing – and want to continue to 

do so. VOJD ABS has the same characteristic features that a Haglöfs backpack is expected 

to have with excellent carrying comfort, functional design and a long life. Skis and an ice 

axe can easily be attached to the backpack without obstructing the ABS function. VOJD 

ABS comes in two sizes: VOJD ABS 18 for freeskiing close to the lifts, with room for safety 

equipment and the most important necessities, and VOJD ABS 30 for skiers who explore a 

bit further away from the lift systems and need room for extra equipment. A 

volume/weight ratio of 0.088 kg per liter (VOJD ABS 30) also makes it one of the market’s 

lightest avalanche safety backpacks with a built-in ABS system. 

 

 

 

Text and images are available at www.haglofs.com/press 
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Sara Skogsberg Cuadras 

PR & Media Manager 

+ 46 8 584 400 14 
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VOJD JACKET/
VOJD Q JACKET

Developed in collaboration with our toughest extreme skiers, the Vojd  
is the perfect jacket for all winter mountain sports with high demands.  
It features extra durable and breathable Gore-Tex® Pro fabrics, helmet  

compatible hood with a fog preventing protection built in to the shin 
guard, pockets with backpack compatible positions and much more.

•   DWR treated Gore-Tex® Pro provides an uncompromising 
combination of breathability, durability and weather protection

•   Gore-Tex® micro tape is used to save weight and increase 
breathability

•  Extra durable, laminated zippers  

•   Two way water resistant Vislon® main zip with single inner placket 
and long water resistant pit zips for ventilation 

•   Single handed, three way adjustable, ski helmet compatible hood 
with high collar featuring fleeced chin guard and neck patch 

•  Laminated pitzips

•   Extended shin guard with lasercut holes for preventing goggles 
from fogging over

•   Two backpack compatible mid mounted pockets with a cable  
port in left pocket 

•  One chest pocket with a goggle wipe on an elastic leash 

•   One zippered inner pocket with a cable port and one zippered 
sleeve pocket on left arm

•   Articulated sleeves with Velcro adjustable cuff and an inner  
cuff to prevent cold air to enter

•   Removable, stretchy snow skirt with silicon gripper and belt  
loop snap feature that can also be zipped together to a pair  
of pants with the same “zip in” construction

•   Centre back length 84 cm men’s size L, and 76,3 cm women’s  
size M   

Colors men:  Gale Blue, Sun, True Black
Weight:  730 g in size L

Colors women:  Firecracker, True Black
Weight:  660 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® Pro 3 layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave face, 
ePTFE membrane and a ripstop backer, 139 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5 
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VOJD PANT/
VOJD Q PANT

Developed with the input of the toughest extreme skiers, the  
Vojd Pant is up to any challenge. Made from 3-layer Gore-Tex® Pro 

and Schoeller® Keprotec, it has all the protection needed.

•   Durable, Gore-Tex® Pro fabric provides breathable hardwearing pants 

•   DWR treated surfaces and extra durable, laminated water  
resistant zippers 

•   Gore-Tex® micro tape is used to save weight and increase breathability

•  Hip-to-knee vents with two-way water resistant zips 

•  Raised waist with Velcro adjustments and belt loops 

•  Pants can be zipped to jackets featuring “zip in” snowskirts 

•   Water resistant fly zipper under protective stand. Double  
snap closure

•  Two zippered hand warmer pockets 

•   Two bellow pockets with water resistant Vislon® zips, the right  
one has a pocket in stretch and hook loop to keep your most 
important equipment in place

•  Articulated knees 

•   Internal lower leg gaiter with elasticated silicon grip and buckle 
adjustment

•   Schoeller® Keprotech® and Kevlar® reinforced insteps and lower hems 

Colors men:    Sun, True Black
Weight:  640 g in size L 

Colors women:   Firecracker, True Black
Weight:  585 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® Pro 3-layer, 100% polyamide, slightly structured durable face 
fabric, ePTFE membrane and a light woven ripstop backer, 177 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5 
Schoeller® Keprotec 48% polyamide, 32% polyurethane,  
20% Kevlar®, reinforcement weave, 285 g/m², bluesign® approved 



FALL/ WINTER 2014

CHUTE II JACKET/
CHUTE II Q JACKET

Chute Jacket is a full-featured, long freeski jacket made from  
2-layer Gore-Tex®. It features a helmet-compatible hood  

and easy access to pockets, even when wearing a backpack.  
Chute Jacket is bluesign® approved. 

•   Lightweight and durable Gore-Tex® provides a waterproof jacket with 
a polyester taffeta/ mesh lining to promote breathability and comfort

•  DWR treated shell to improve water shedding  

•   Mid-thigh lenght and a loose fit makes it suitable for body armor 
protection 

•   Two-way ventilation zippers on front for best ventilation and fit  
while wearing a backpack

•   Single handed, three way adjustable, ski helmet compatible  
hood with laminated and wire reinforced peak, as well as  
a high protective collar

•   Brushed fleece in collar and shin guard with rear hanging loop  
in neck

•  Two-way water resistant front zip with single inner placket  

•   One zippered chest pocket with pocket flap and a sleeve pocket  
on left side

•   Two bellow pockets positioned below hip belt and one inner  
mesh pocket with zipper and cable port

•  Articulated sleeves with Velcro cuff adjustment with gusset 

•   Removable stretchy snow skirt with silicon gripper and belt loop  
snap feature

•  Single handed cord adjustment at the dropped rear hem 

•    Centre back length - 86 cm men’s size L, and 77,3 cm women’s  
size M 

Colors men:  Dynamite/Hurricane Blue, Sun, True Black
Weight:  895 g in size L

Colors women:  Firecracker/Volcanic Pink, Hurricane Blue, True Black
Weight:  790 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® 2 layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave face and an ePTFE 
membrane, 139 g/m², bluesign® approved  
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5
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CHUTE II PANT/
CHUTE II Q PANT

A featured freeski pant in made from pliable breathable 2-layer  
Gore-Tex®. Fully featured with spacious pockets, ventilation zips,  

and critical reinforcements. bluesign®approved.

•   Lightweight and durable Gore-Tex® provides a waterproofed  
pant with polyester taffeta/ mesh lining to promote breathability 
and comfort 

•  DWR treated shell to improve water shedding 

•  Slanted side ventilations with water resistant zippers  

•  Water resistant front fly with laminated stand  

•  Velcro adjustable waist with room for back protection 

•   One zippered back pocket with flap and hanging loop  
in rear back 

•  Two spacious and lined bellow pockets at front thigh 

•  Internal lower leg gaiter witch elasticated silicon grip 

•   Schoeller® Keprotec® and Kevlar® reinforced insteps  
and lower hems  

Colors men:  Dynamite  , Hurricane Blue/Dynamite  , Sun, 
 True Black
Weight:  715 g in size L 

Colors women:   Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  640 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave face  
and an ePTFE membrane, 139 g/m², bluesign® approved 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <5 
Schoeller® Keprotec® 78% polyamide Cordura®, 16% Kevlar®,  
6% PU, reinforcement weave, 240 g/m², bluesign® approved
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ACTIVES WARM II HOOD/
ACTIVES WARM II Q HOOD

An extra warm, Merino wool and synthetic fibre mix jacket with a snug 
hood for high activity layering in cold or extreme conditions.

•   Micro grid fleece backer provides excellent warmth-to-weight ratio 
and fast drying 

•   Next-to-skin comfort in a soft fabric with smooth outer face  
for layering 

•   Extra fine micro Merino fibres increase thermal qualities and 
enhance moisture management 

•  Natural odour control 

•   Stretch fabric throughout to allow maximum freedom of movement 

•    Single layer hood with soft, elasticated binding for comfortable 
closure 

•   Laminated tricot lined wind flap with chin guard behind front zipper 

•  One zippered pocket for small items 

•  Articulated sleeves with shaped cuffs and thumb holes 

•   Flat-lock seams throughout for maximum comfort 

•  Offset seams in key areas to prevent chafing  

Colors men:  Dynamite, True Black
Weight:  310 g in size L

Colors women:  Firecracker, Hurricane Blue
Weight:  275 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Pontetorto® 78% polyester, 18% Merino wool (mulesing free),  
18.5 micron, 4% elastane, stretch fleece with microgrid backer,  
172 g/m²  
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VASSI SUIT/
VASSI Q SUIT

A fully equipped freeride suit made from 3-layer Gore-Tex® with  
excellent ventilation and a high, protective collar with a fog prevent-

ing face protection system for rough weather conditions.

•   DWR treated surfaces, Gore-Tex® micro taped

•   Laminated fleece in back, knees and neck areas

•   Extra durable laminated zippers and rear hanging loop in neck

•   Single handed, three-way, ski helmet compatible and adjustable hood 
with laminated and wire reinforced peak

•   High collar with an extended shin guard and laser cut holes for 
preventing goggles from fogging over

•   Two spacious backpack compatible chest pockets – one of which 
contains a goggle wipe with an elasticated leash

•   One zippered mesh inner pocket with cable port, one zippered  
inside left chest pocket and one pocket on left sleeve with ski pass 
holder inside

•   Two-way, slanted ventilation zippers on front

•  Removable elastic braces with snap-off system

•   Articulated sleeves and legs

•   Two slanted ventilation zippers integrated with the opening in the rear 

•   Two bellow thigh pockets with flaps and one back pocket with water 
resistant zip

•  Internal lower leg gaiter with elasticated silicon grip 

•   Schoeller® Keprotech® and Kevlar® reinforced insteps and lower hems 

Color men:  Dynamite/Sun
Weight:  1370 g in size L

Color women:  Volcanic Pink/Firecracker
Weight:  1250 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® 3 layer, 92% polyamide, 8% elastane, 70D plain weave  
stretch face, ePTFE membrane and a light woven backer, 170 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <6 
Gore-Tex® 3 layer, 100% polyamide, 40D flat face two tone ripstop,  
ePTFE membrane and a light knit backer, 142 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <6 
Schoeller® Keprotec®, 48% polyamide, 32% polyurethane,  
20% Kevlar®, reinforcement weave, 285 g/m², bluesign® approved
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VOJD ABS 30
With a fully integrated ABS avalanche airbag system, the Vojd ABS 30  

is the perfect pack for freeride skiing and alpine touring.  
It features 30 liters of pack space, exceptional carrying comfort and 

functionality, as well as a clean design with smart attachment solutions 
for skis and snowboards. Together with a good sense of judgement,  

this pack can save your life in the event of an avalanche.

•  Fully integrated Avalanche Airbag System from ABS  

•  Extremely low weight/volume ratio, 0.088 KG/L 

•  Steel cartridge included 

•  Height adjustable deployment unit on left shoulder strap 

•   Easy to adjust leg strap to secure the pack to your body in  
the event of being trapped in an avalanche

•   Full-length hip belt with two zippered pockets for storing  
of deployment unit and leg strap

•  Metal buckle to secure hip belt closure 

•  Harness, back panel and hip belt with snow shedding fabric  

•  Safety whistle on chest strap 

•  Diagonal ski carry with stow-away ski straps 

•  Detachable straps for carrying a snowboard  

•    Soft padded front panel to prevent chafing from skis against 
shovel and probe

•  Easily operated ice axe attachments, pick protection sleeve

•   Hole webbing on front offers multiple possibilities for  
compression and attachments

•  Semi top loaded single compartment  

•  Snow safety gear sleeve in main compartment 

•  Quick access zippered compartment on top 

•  Internal pocket with key holder in top compartment  

Color:  Gale Blue/Aero Blue, True Black
Weight:  2,63 kg (30 L) ABS System incl. cartridge

MATERIALS:
840D JR Ballistic polyamide 
420D HD Oxford polyamide 



FALL/ WINTER 2014

SKRÅ 26
Skrå 26 is a backcountry skiing backpack large enough  

to carry everything needed for a long day of skiing.

•   A-frame ski carry where side straps double as pack compression. 
Holds skis with tail widths up to 150 mm

•  Diagonal ski carry with stow-away ski straps on front 

•  Main compartment is accessible from both back and front panel 

•   A 4 mm wire framework provides stability to the pack and  
keeps it from collapsing when opening the back panel

•  Harness, back panel and hip belt with snow shedding fabric 

•  Full-lenght hip belt with zippered pockets 

•  Hydration system compatible 

•  Insulated hose sleeve on shoulder strap 

•  Safety whistle on chest strap 

•  Separate snow safety gear compartment on front 

•  Fleece lined goggle pocket on inside of front compartment 

•  Soft padded front panel to prevent chafing from skis against shovel 

•  Easy access stash pocket on front panel 

•  Internal pocket with key holder  

Color:  Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  1,30 kg (26 L)

MATERIALS:
840D JR Ballistic polyamide 
420D HD Oxford polyamide 
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SKRÅ 20
Medium sized ski pack with separate compartment for snow 
safety gear. Suitable for both front and backcountry skiing.

•  Diagonal ski carry with stow-away ski straps on front 

•  Panel loaded 

•  Harness and back panel with snow shedding fabric 

•  Forward pulling compression waist strap for easy adjustment 

•  Hydration system compatible 

•  Insulated hose sleeve on shoulder strap 

•  Safety whistle on chest strap 

•  Separate snow safety gear compartment on front 

•  Fleece lined goggle pocket on inside of front compartment 

•   Soft padded front panel to prevent chafing from skis against  
shovel and probe

•  Side compression strap for tightening the pack to your body 

•  Easy access stash pocket on front panel 

•  Internal pocket with key holder  

Color:  Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  985 g (20 L)

MATERIALS:
840D JR Ballistic polyamide 
420D HD Oxford polyamide 
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Trekking is Haglöfs’ origin 
 

Nature is genuine and honest. It offers purity and tranquility, but it can also be fickle and 

unmerciful. Trekking is to enjoy nature in all of its shapes and forms, but also to meet its 

challenges. Trekking is a near-nature experience. Trekking is Haglöfs’ origin, heart and 

soul. 

 

Trekking is not just where Haglöfs started, but also the company’s largest product 

segment. Clothing, shoes and equipment for everything from a short day trip on a beautiful 

fall day to a big adventure in difficult terrain and challenging weather conditions. Trekking 

is a year-round activity, from hiking in the summer across snow-free landscapes to 

cross-country skiing, ski touring and snowshoeing in a winter wonderland. Haglöfs takes 

its inspiration from the Scandinavian environment, but the products are developed to 

function equally well wherever a person is in the world. 

 

Haglöfs’ most versatile products 

Haglöfs’ Trekking line contains a large number of products that have been specifically 

developed for different types of outdoor activities. At the same time, many of the products 

are versatile and limitless in a way that is characteristic for Haglöfs. RIDGE JACKET is one 

good example of this. 

 

RIDGE JACKET is a bluesign®-approved shell jacket in 2-layer Gore-Tex®. The jacket has a 

classic, timeless expression that celebrates Haglöfs’ heritage, but it is also loaded with 

technical solutions, such as reinforced shoulders, pockets that are easily accessible when 

wearing a backpack and discrete ventilation under the sleeves.  

 

New releases in Clothing  

Haglöfs’ family of lighter jackets and vests insulated with down, BIVVY, has gained three 

new members for Fall/Winter 2014: BIVVY DOWN HOOD, BIVVYACK PARKA and BIVVY Q 

PARKA. The jackets share the characteristic low weight, high packability and warm down 

that has been supplemented with synthetic fibers in exposed areas in order to be able, for 

example, to carry a backpack without losing the ability to insulate. 

 

For days with changing weather, the new TRE JACKET could be the perfect choice. The 

outer layer is a shell jacket made from Haglöfs Proof™, which offers solid stretch 

protection that is windproof and waterproof, and the inner layer is a thin jacket insulated 

with QuadFusion™. The jackets can be worn separately or together as a single jacket that 

offers both insulation and protection. 
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New materials and more alternatives 

For Fall/Winter 2014, Haglöfs is introducing a new material in Hardware - a brushed 

polyester offering high durability as well as a soft feel. In the spring of 2014 Haglöfs 

introduced the MIRO backpack and for the Fall/Winter of 2014 a variation of this backpack, 

MIRO RUGGED, will be released in the new material. The backpack is a classic Haglöfs 

product, pure and uncomplicated with a padded back panel and profiled shoulder straps 

for excellent carrying comfort during day trips in the forest and the mountains. The side 

MIRO backpacks have detachable chest and waist straps and are also perfect for shorter 

trips. 

 

Within Footwear Haglöfs is introducing OBSERVE HI GT, which is an addition to the 

OBSERVE family for Fall/Winter 2014.  OBSERVE HI GT is a soft, very light boot with extra 

protection and support that is perfect for easier trekking in fields and forests or as a 

lightweight boot for the winter. 

 

The award-winning OBSERVE shoes have been developed in collaboration with ASICS and 

contain many of its leading technologies and materials, for example AHAR+ rubber on the 

outer sole, a SpEVA midsole and GEL® shock absorption at the heel. And just like the other 

shoes in this family, OBSERVE HI GT is built around the ASICS I.G.S. (Impact Guidance 

System) philosophy, where several different technical functions work together to create as 

natural a foot movement as possible.  

 

Trekking with nature in focus 

Trekking is the product segment in which Haglöfs has come the farthest in its 

sustainability work. All of the new Trekking jackets for Fall/Winter 2014 are made from 

bluesign®-approved material, such as 2-layer Gore-Tex®, Proof™ or Pertex® Classic Eco. 

The insulated jackets are also padded with either origin-marked or traceable down or 

QuadFusion™ synthetic insulation – both of which have been approved by bluesign®. 
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TREKKING



 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

RIDGE JACKET/
RIDGE Q JACKET 

Specifically designed for trekking with a backpack, the  
Ridge Jacket has a longer length and is very well-featured. 

The jacket is bluesign® approved.

•  Reinforced shoulder parts 

•  Chest pocket and two bellowed hand pockets, all zippered 

•  One zippered inside pocket and one mesh pocket 

•  Articulated elbow and laminated velcro adjustment at cuffs  
  
•  Three-way adjustable hood   

•  Discrete ventilation under the arms    

•  Lower hip length adjustable hem    

•   Centre back length 89 cm men’s size L, and 77,3 cm women’s  
size M    

Colors men:  Driftwood Solid, True Black
Weight:  920 g in size L

Colors women:  True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  805 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® 2 layer, 100% polyester, subtle textured dobby weave 
with a tonal effect and an ePTFE membrane 142 g/m², bluesign® 
approved 
Hydrostatic head: >28.000 mm, RET: <9  
Gore-Tex® 2 layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave fabric,  
ePTFE membrane, 148 g/m², bluesign® approved 
Hydrostatic head: >28.000 mm, RET: <5



HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI Q GT

HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI GT

 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI GT/
HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI Q GT

Haglöfs Observe Hi GT boot travels the trails with comfort and support.  
Developed with ASICS®, it is both waterproof and breathable,  

versatile enough for mid-length hikes.

•  High cut for extra support and protection 

•   Molded rubber reinforced toe and rubber heel for increased 
protection 

•  Lace locking system for easy individual lacing 

•  Stabilite ESS chassis for stability and torsion control 

•   AHAR+ Asics High Abrasion Resistance Rubber used on the 
heavy contact areas of the outsole 

•   SpEVA midsole that improves bounce back characteristics  
and decreases midsole breakdown 

•  GEL® rearfoot cushioning for good shock absorption 

•  New and improved wet grip rubber for best traction 

•   I.G.S Impact Guidance System allows the foot to perform  
in a more natural manner 

Color men:  True Black
Weight:  465 g (½ pair size UK 8) 

Colors women:  True Black/Volcanic Pink
Weight:  540 g (½ pair size UK 5)

MATERIALS: 
Upper: Water repellent polyester ripstop 
Lining: Gore Tex® Extended Comfort 
Footbed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort 
Outsole: Asics Hike Wet Grip 



FALL/ WINTER 2014

MIRO RUGGED
Miro Rugged backpack is perfect for every day use. It is slightly  

padded, holds a 15” laptop and has a brushed cotton look. Functional  
details include detachable straps and an articulated harness. 

 
• Articulated harness with comfortable padding 

• Detachable sternum strap 

• Detachable waist strap 

• Light padded shell construction 

• Asymmetric zip opening for good overview of the contents 

• Large enough to fit a 15” lap top 

• Side pocket on one side, made from stretch woven fabric 

• One inside and one outside zippered pocket 

• Key holder  

Colors:  Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  Miro Rugged Large 600 g, 
 Miro Rugged Medium 530 g

MATERIALS: 
440D brushed Oxford polyester  



  

FALL/ WINTER 2014

BIVVY DOWN HOOD/
BIVVY Q DOWN HOOD

The Bivvy Down Hood is a lightweight, eco-friendly, and packable jacket 
with the versatility for all adventures. Among its thoughtful details are 

many pockets and the possibility to fold it into its own pocket.

•  Durable DWR treated face for weather protection 

•  Two-way adjustable down hood 

•   Mid mounted insulated pockets with zippers and webbing loop  

•  Two-way front zip with insulated inner placket 

•   Zippered chest pocket on the men’s style. Chest pocket on the 
inside for the women’s style.  

•  Jacket folds into its own pocket 

•  Articulated elbows and elasticated cuff 

•  Single handed adjustable hem 

•   Centre back length - 75 cm men’s size L, and 66 cm women’s  
size M 

Colors men:  Dynamite, Juniper, Storm Blue, True Black
Weight:  590 g in size L

Colors women:   Aero Blue, Hurricane Blue, True Black,  
Volcanic Pink

Weight:  480 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Pertex® Classic Eco, 100% recycled polyester, 50D down and fibre 
proof mini ripstop weave fabric, 72 g/m², bluesign® approved  
85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved 700 CUIN fill power 
(European) (main body/ sleeves), fibre insulation 40 g/m² (shoulder 
area)

Down weight: 155 g men’s size L, 126 g women’s size M



   

FALL/ WINTER 2014

BIVVY Q PARKA
Haglöfs Bivvy Q Parka is a hooded down parka that provides  

great features for versatile trekking activities.

•  Longer body length for greater protection 

•  Durable DWR treated face for weather protection 

•  Two-way adjustable down hood 

•  Front zip with insulated inner placket 

•   Zippered chest pocket and open stretch mesh stow pocket  
on inside  

•   Mid mounted insulated pockets with zippers and webbing loop  

•  Jacket folds into its own pocket 

•  Articulated elbows and elasticated cuff 

•  Centre back length 88,5 cm women’s size M  

Colors women:   Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  480 g in size M

Available only in women’s style

MATERIALS: 
Pertex® Classic Eco, 100% recycled polyester, 50D down and fibre 
proof mini ripstop weave fabric, 72 g/m², bluesign® approved 
85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved 700 CUIN fill power 
(European) (main body/ sleeves), fibre insulation 40 g/m² (shoulder 
area)
 
Down weight: 137 g in size M



 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

PILE HOOD/
PILE Q HOOD

Haglöfs Pile Hood is a classic hoodie made from technical Polartec® 
fabric. It offers warmth without the bulk, and it is designed with articu-

lated sleeves and offset seams for comfort and movement. 

•   Polartec® high loft fleece provides optimum warmth without the 
weight and bulk, and features excellent breathability and quick  
drying time

•   Single layer hood for cosy bulk-free layering and increased  
heat retention

•   Laminated soft wind flap behind front zipper for protection  
and comfort

•   Offset shoulder and side seams for maximum comfort when 
wearing a backpack

•   Flatlock seams throughout to optimize layering and prevent 
chafing

•   Two mid mounted, zippered and mesh lined hand warmer  
pockets that ventilate when open

•  Articulated sleeves for optimized fit and low bulk in the arms 

•  Elasticated cuff and hem for a snug fit 

•   Centre back length 74 cm men’s size L, and 73,5 cm women’s  
size M    

Colors men:  Driftwood, Grey Melange, Hurricane Blue
Weight:  655 g in size L

Colors women:  Driftwood, Soft White, Volcanic Pink
Weight:  505 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Polartec® 100% polyester, heavy, warming pile fleece, 380 g/m²  
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19FOURTEEN – Haglöfs’ new Outdoor Lifestyle concept 
 

To and from work, during lunch, to and from a workout session, an afternoon in the park, 

a trip to the mountains or a weekend in the country. These are all situations and activities 

in which even the most inveterate outdoor enthusiasts find themselves. While it is 

possible during our free time to pick the outdoor activity based on the weather, this is 

rarely an option during the week. It is also here – in the landscape between nature and the 

urban environment – that the need for functional products might be the greatest. This is 

where we find 19FOURTEEN. 

 

19FOURTEEN is Haglöfs’ new Outdoor Lifestyle concept that will be introduced in the 

Fall/Winter of 2014. The concept consists of a collection of backpacks and bags, outerwear 

and footwear that are intended to function in the landscape between nature and the urban 

environment and that unite a pure, natural surface with a personal inside filled with 

technical functions. 

 

Function and tradition 

Behind 19FOURTEEN are two years of intense development, during which large parts of 

the company were involved. The development process in many respects has been similar 

to the process Haglöfs initiated more than 20 years ago when the company started to 

develop clothing: favorite garments were brought into the office, prodded and pinched and 

ideas were discussed. One of the goals was to find functional products that can handle all 

of the situations encountered on an everyday basis – from a rainy, windy fall day to a clear, 

cold winter night. Another condition was that everyone in the project could identify with the 

products since Haglöfs’ own staff was an important reference group. 

 

“As part of the 19FOURTEEN concept, we have developed backpacks, bags, jackets and 

shoes for everyday activities without making any compromises in terms of Haglöfs’ 

technical solutions. On the contrary, we have taken many of our most advanced materials 

and technical functions and applied them to products that we would use ourselves when 

we are not climbing mountains, skiing or running in the forest,” asserts Fredrik Lundberg, 

Strategic Design Manager at Haglöfs. 

 

Haglöfs’ unique heritage of craftsmanship, with its pure, simple design, and all of its 

knowledge about modern materials, technical function and advanced construction have  
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resulted in a timeless collection with an uncompromised focus on details. The link to 

Haglöfs’ origins can be seen throughout the entire collection – from the products 

borrowing their names from places in Dalarna to patterns, colors and design details 

inspired by the region’s local paintings, dress and symbols. 

 

“There are many passionate outdoor enthusiasts working at Haglöfs who on a daily basis 

move between the city and nature. We have therefore been able to base a lot on our own 

experiences, interests and needs when working with 19FOURTEEN. We also looked back 

on our rich history for inspiration to find the right feel, but also the purity that has 

characterized Haglöfs’ products over the years. It has been an exciting and challenging 

journey – and we are very proud of the results,” concludes Fredrik Lundberg. 
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FALL/ WINTER 2014

LIMA JACKET/
LIMA Q JACKET

Hooded Lima Jacket is a heavy duty jacket with a combination  
of clean design, utility and technology. It incorporates 3-layer 

Gore-Tex® for full wind- and waterproofing.

•  Made from a heavy duty Gore-Tex® 3-layer fabric 

•  Elegant long and narrow fit with full freedom of movement 

•   Three-way adjustable snorkel hood with foam, wire reinforced brim 
and security snap to keep hood in place

•  Soft ribbed inner collar at neck 

•  Articulated sleeves 

•  Two zippered low chest pockets with water resistent zips 

•  Two big hand pockets 

•  One inner zippered chest pocket 

•  Inner waist adjustment 

•  Underarm pit zips with water resistant zippers for ventilation 

•  Dropped rear hem with single handed adjustment 

•  Velcro adjustable cuff with prefolded gusset 

•  Inner rear hanging loop 

•   Centre back length 75 cm men’s size L, and 66,8 cm women’s  
size M 

Colors men:  Blue ink, Driftwood, True Black
Weight:  1015 g in size L 

Colors women:   Driftwood, True Black
Weight: 920 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 100% polyamide, heavy, rugged, durable 300D  
nylon face, ePTFE membrane and a light knit backer, 270 g/m2 

Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <6 



   

FALL/ WINTER 2014

SILJAN PARKA/
SILJAN PARKA

The nimble Siljan Parka is the longest style in the 19FOURTEEN 
collection and features superb insulation and excellent details.  

Haglöfs has used eco-friendly materials in its construction.

•  Made in a durable, slightly textured melange 2-layer fabric 

•   160 g QuadFusion+™ insulation and a partial pile lining for warmth 

•  Elegant long and narrow fit with full freedom of movement 

•   Three-way adjustable snorkel hood with foam and wire  
reinforced brim  

•  Soft ribbed inner collar at neck 

•  Articulated sleeves with adjustable ribbed cuffs 

•  Laminated center front placket 

•  Two high zippered hand pockets 

•  Two big hand pockets 

•  One inner zippered chest pocket 

•  Inner ribbed heat trap skirt 

•   Centre back length 101 cm men’s size L, and 91,5 cm women’s  
size M  

Colors men:  Juniper, True Black 
Weight:  1705 g in size L 

Colors women:   Crimson, Juniper, True Black
Weight:  1475 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Face fabric: 80% recycled polyester, 20% organic cotton, two-tone  
heavy cotton blend oxford weave, 243 g/m² 
Lining: 100% polyester, warming, soft and low pile fleece, 197 g/m² 
(upper body) bluesign® approved 
100% recycled polyester, fibre proof taffeta with colourful  
19FOURTEEN stripe print, 51 g/m², bluesign® approved 
Insulation: QuadFusion+ 100% recycled polyester fibre insulation, 
sandwich construction with two layers of moisture managing 
multichannel fibres and a warming crimped hollow fibre layer in 
between, 120 g/m² (upper back and shoulders), 160 g/m² (chest,  
lower body and arms), bluesign® approved



FALL/ WINTER 2014

FLODA DOWN PARKA/
FLODA Q DOWN PARKA

Floda Down Parka is one of the warmest down parka Haglöfs offers  
for the season and is designed for very cold and wet conditions.

•  Made in a matte, crisp, Gore-Tex® 2-layer fabric

•  700 CUIN fill power bluesign® approved and fully traceable down

•  Elegant long and narrow fit with full freedom of movement

•   Three-way adjustable snorkel hood with foam and wire  
reinforced brim 

•   Laminated center front placket with water resistant  
center front zipper

•   Two high and two low hand pockets and one inner chest  
pockets- all zippered

•  Articulated sleeves with ribbed cuffs

•  Underarm pit zip ventilation with water resistant zippers

•  Inner waist adjustment

•   Centre back length 93 cm men’s size L, and 84,2 cm women’s  
size M  

Colors men:  Driftwood, True Black
Weight:  1580 g in size L 

Colors women:   Driftwood, True Black
Weight: 1285 g in size M

MATERIALS: 
Face fabric: Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 60% cotton 40% polyamide, 70D plain 
weave cotton blend face fabric and an ePTFE membrane, 165 g/m² 
Hydrostatic head: >28,000 mm, RET: <6 
Lining: 100% recycled polyester, fibre proof taffeta with colourful 
19FOURTEEN stripe print, 51 g/m², bluesign® approved 
Insulation: 85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved 700 CUIN fill 
power (European)  
Insulation: QuadFusion™ 50% recycled polyester, 50% polyester, warm-
ing crimped hollow fibre insulation, 120 g/m² (inner placket) 80 g/m² 
(elbow and shoulder area), bluesign® approved 
 
Down weight: 215 g men’s size L 150 g women’s size M



 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HEDE DOWN JACKET 
Hede Down Jacket is a very light and compressible outerwear with 
great freedom of movement despite the narrow fit. Made from from 

eco-friendly components, its down is traceable and the jacket is 
bluesign® approved.

•  Made in a light, dull face Pertex® Eco fabric 

•  Insulated with 700 CUIN fill power down

•  Slightly shorter and narrow fit with full freedom of movement 

•  Laminated center front placket 

•  Two small chest pockets 

•  Two lower zippered hand pockets 

•  Stow pocket in left hand pocket 

•  Articulated sleeves with elasticated cuffs 

•  Centre back length 78,3 cm men’s size L 

Colors men:  Blue Ink, Rubin, True Black
Weight:   500 g in size L 
 
Available only in men’s style

MATERIALS: 
Face fabric: Pertex® Eco 100% recycled polyester, down proof  
taffeta fabric with a dull face, 72 g/m² bluesign® approved 
Insulation: 85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved  
700 CUIN fill power (European) QuadFusion™ 50% recycled polyester,  
50% polyester, warming crimped hollow fibre insulation, 60 g/m²  
(shoulder and elbow area) bluesign® approved 
 
Down weight: 115 g (size L)



 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HESSE Q DOWN JACKET
The Hesse Q Down Jacket is highly compressible, very lightweight,  

and versatile. Designed to be worn as an outer- or midlayer, it insulates 
with traceable down and QuadFusion™ and is bluesign® approved.

•  Made in a light, dull face Pertex® Eco fabric 

•  Insulated with 700 CUIN fillpower 

•  Elegant long and narrow fit with full freedom of movement 

•  3-way adjustable hood with foam brim 

•  Laminated placket behind center front zip 

•  Two zippered hand pockets with laminated plackets 

•  Stow pocket in left hand pocket 

•  Articulated sleeves with elasticated cuffs 

•  Centre back length 85,2 cm women’s size M  

Colors women:  Blue Ink, Carnelia, True Black
Weight:  505 g in size M

Available only in women’s style

MATERIALS: 
Face fabric: Pertex® Eco 100% recycled polyester, down proof  
taffeta fabric with a dull face, 72 g/m² bluesign® approved 
Insulation: 85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved  
700 CUIN fill power (European), QuadFusion™ 50% recycled  
polyester, 50% polyester, warming crimped hollow fibre insulation,  
60 g/m² (shoulder lower hood and elbow area) bluesign® approved 
 
Down weight: 140 g (size M)



HAGLÖFS AVESTA Q GT

HAGLÖFS AVESTA GT

 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HAGLÖFS AVESTA GT/
HAGLÖFS AVESTA Q GT

The Avesta GT shoe journeys through the city and beyond.  
Waterproof and comfortable, it has a stylish upper and  

a VIBRAM® Overland Eco Step outsole.

•  Leather reinforced collar lining 

•  Tongue gusset to prevent snow and water to enter the shoe 

•  Laces made of 100% recycled textile 

•  Midsole welt for increased stability 

•  EVA midsole for god stability combined with low weight 

•   Outsole with large self cleaning grooves for continuous and 
safe evacuation of mud, snow and debris

•  Recycled VIBRAM® Eco step compound in outsole 

Color men:  Wheat
Weight:  465 g (½ pair size UK 8) 

Color women:   Wheat 
Weight:  400 g (½ pair size UK 5)

MATERIALS: 
Upper: 1,6 -1,8 mm water repellent leather 
Lining: Gore-Tex® Performance Comfort 
Foot bed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort  
Outsole: VIBRAM® Overland



HAGLÖFS KRYLBO Q GT

HAGLÖFS KRYLBO GT

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HAGLÖFS KRYLBO GT/
HAGLÖFS KRYLBO Q GT

Winter requires a high-cut boot, like the timeless Krylbo GT.  
Insulated and waterproof, it incorporates a Vibram® outsole  

and Haglöfs Custom Comfort Wool footbed.

•  Warm insulated lining 

•  Tongue gusset to prevent snow and water to enter the shoe 

•  Pile collar lining  

•  Rubber rand for great protection 

•   Footbed with top layer in 100% wool and a reflective bottom 
layer to protect your feet from cold 

•  Laces made of 100% recycled textile 

•  Midsole welt for increased stability 

•  EVA midsole for god stability combined with low weight 

•   Outsole with large self cleaning grooves on bottom for 
continuous and safe evacuation of mud, snow and debris 

•  Recycled VIBRAM® Eco step compound in outsole 

Colors men:  Grizzly, Wheat 
Weight:  700 g (½ pair size UK 8) 

Colors women:   Driftwood, Wheat
Weight:  570 g (½ pair size UK 5)

MATERIALS: 
Upper: 1,6 -1,8 mm water repellent leather 
Lining: Gore-Tex® Insulated Comfort 
Foot bed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort Wool 
Outsole: VIBRAM® Overland Eco Step



HAGLÖFS AVESTA Q SUEDE GT

HAGLÖFS AVESTA SUEDE GT

 

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HAGLÖFS AVESTA SUEDE GT/
HAGLÖFS AVESTA Q SUEDE GT

The Avesta Suede GT shoe brings a stylish city look to the outdoors. 
Waterproof and comfortable, it has a reinforced toe cap and  

a VIBRAM® Overland Eco Step outsole.

•  Leather reinforced collar lining 

•  Tongue gusset to prevent snow and water to enter the shoe 

•  Laces made of 100% recycled textile 

•  Midsole welt for increased stability 

•  EVA midsole for god stability combined with low weight 

•   Outsole with large self cleaning grooves for continuous and 
safe evacuation of mud, snow and debris 

•  Recycled VIBRAM® Eco step compound in outsole 

•  Nubuck reinforced heel for extra protection 

Colors men:  Granite, Juniper
Weight:  495 g (½ pair size UK 8) 

Color women:  Granite
Weight:  430 g (½ pair size UK 5)

MATERIALS: 
Upper: 1,6 -1,8 mm water repellent suede leather 
Lining: Gore-Tex® Performance Comfort 
Foot bed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort  
Outsole: VIBRAM® Overland Eco Step 



HAGLÖFS GREVBO Q GT

HAGLÖFS GREVBO GT

FALL/ WINTER 2014

HAGLÖFS GREVBO GT/
HAGLÖFS GREVBO Q GT

Mid-cut Grevbo GT is lined with Gore-Tex® Insulated Comfort and is an 
insulated, waterproof and extraordinarily comfortable winter boot.

• Warm insulated lining  

•  Tongue gusset to prevent snow and water to enter the shoe 

•  Pile collar lining  

•  Rubber reinforced toe and heel for protection 

•   Footbed with a top layer in 100% wool and a reflective bottom 
layer to protect your feet from cold 

•  Laces made of 100% recycled textile, 

•  Midsole welt for increased stability 

•  EVA midsole for god stability combined with low weight 

•   Outsole with large self cleaning grooves for continuous and 
safe evacuation of mud, snow and debris 

•  Recycled VIBRAM® Eco step compound in outsole 

Colors men:  Driftwood, Wheat
Weight:  620 g (½ pair size UK 8) 

Colors women:   Dune, Wheat
Weight:  545 g (½ pair size UK 5)

MATERIALS: 
Upper: 1,6-1,8 mm water repellent suede leather. 
Lining: Gore-Tex® Insulated Comfort 
Foot bed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort Wool 
Outsole: VIBRAM® Overland Eco Step 



FALL/ WINTER 2014

VIKE 25
The Vike 25 Daypack carries the essentials and more on an aluminum 

frame with a waxed canvas shell. It features two padded sleeves  
with strategic pockets for nearly every requirement.

• Carrying system with aluminium stay

• Aluminum trims 

• Leather detailing 

• Padded inner sleeve for 15” laptops 

• Padded inner sleeve for 11” tablets 

• One spacious main compartment 

• Hidden outer pocket for travel documents  

• Two zipped outer pockets 

Color:  True Black
Weight:  1250 g

MATERIALS: 
Waxed polycotton canvas 
200D Oxford polyamide 
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BODA 70
Boda 70 is a large and sturdy duffel that swallows all your gear with 

ease. Made from a durable waxed polycotton canvas that gives  
the bag a very soft feel. It features multiple inner and outer pockets,  

as well as both shoulder and carry straps. 

• Aluminum trims 

• Leather detailing 

• Sturdy carrying handles on short sides 

• One spacious main compartment 

• Adjustable shoulder straps 

• Two smaller outer pockets 

• Two large internal pockets 

Color:  True Black
Weight:  820 g

MATERIALS: 
Waxed polycotton canvas 
200D Oxford polyamide 
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ÖJE 10
The ÖJE 10 is a smaller tote made from waxed polycotton canvas.  

It can be carried over your shoulders or worn as a backpack.

• Aluminium trims 

• Leather detailing 

• Padded sleeve for tablets up to 11” 

• One spacious main compartment 

• Two zippered outer pockets 

• Two zippered inner pockets 

Color:  True Black
Weight:  500 g

MATERIALS: 
Waxed polycotton canvas 
200D Oxford polyamide 



Welcome to our press room: www.haglofs.com/press
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PLEASE CONTACT HAGLÖFS IF YOU REQUIRE ASSISTANCE OR ADVICE WITH THE APPLICATION OF THE LOGOTYPE
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